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One of the strangest and most spectacular monuments of the ancient world has recently 

been re-discovered. The 're-discovery', the work of Professor Edmund Buchner, began with 

a re-analysis of literary sources, and has proceeded through brilliantly successful 

excavations; it has transformed our knowledge of an important area of ancient Rome (the 

Campus of Martius), of ancient timekeeping, and, perhaps most intriguing of all, of the ways 

in which Augustus exploited architecture and astronomy simultaneously to project his own 

image. 

 

Never had it quite been forgotten by scholars that in 10-9 B.C. Augustus brought from 

Heliopolis to Rome the first of the city's obelisks and erected it as the gnomon (that part of a 

sundial which casts the shadow) of an immense sundial, just NW of where Via di Campo 

Marzio and Via in Lucina now meet. This obelisk continued to astonish visitors to the city as 

late as the ninth century AD and was perhaps only overturned and damaged by fire during 

the prolonged street fighting of 1084. Around 1500 learned men might refer to glimpses of 

the surviving remains, such as those of the obelisk's mosaic surround, with figures of the 

winds, and finally in 1748 it was excavated. 'Athenian' Stuart, so called because of his 

collaboration with Nicholas Revett on the sumptuous 'Antiquities of Athens' (1762), made a 

meticulously detailed drawing (pub. 1751) of the base and eventually, in 1789, it was 

extracted from a dunghill and moved south to its present position in Piazza Montecitorio, 

facing the Chamber of Deputies. There, three years later, the obelisk, repaired, was re-

erected. Precisely because of this long and complex history, attention was distracted from 

the obelisk's original place and function, which the elder Pliny had described in considerable 

detail (Natural History 36.72f.). 

 

Reconstruction: the computer 

 

This is what Professor Buchner has sought to recover in a series of articles beginning in 

1976. Helped by a computer, by the 300-odd surviving ancient sundials and by the detailed 

instructions given by the architectural writer Vitruvius (9.7.2-6) on the principles for 

constructing a sundial, he began to explore the questions of what the obelisk's original 

function had been, and what its place was in Augustus' extensive building plans in the 

Campus Martius. It was normal for ancient sundials to serve both as watch and as calendar, 

and it has become clear that Augustus' sundial, hereafter called horologium, could in fact 

cope precisely with the daily variation in the length of the solar day. We know that the 



technical expert was called Facundus Nov(i)us, but he remains a totally obscure figure. 

Readers of Horace (Sermones ii.6.31, 34, i.9.35f.) will realise how this tremendous technical 

feat will have transformed the legal and business life of the city, where punctuality appears 

to have been implied by (e.g.) the provisions for answering bail, but to have been hitherto 

effectively unenforceable. 

 

The sundial was colossal. The obelisk-gnomon stood on a base, which advertised the fact 

that 'Egypt had been brought under the sway of the Roman people' (Aegypto in potestatem 

populi Romani redacta) and dedicated the monument to the all-important sun. It was 

crowned with a sphere (probably one of those still to be seen in the Palazzo dei 

Conservatori on the Capitol), symbolising the globe, now dominated by Rome and Augustus. 

This sphere itself bore a tiny second obelisk to cast a fine and precise shadow. All this came 

to a height of 100 Roman feet exactly. That permitted precise conclusions about the size of 

the whole horologium (about half the size of St. Peter's Square!). But the designers looked 

further: Augustus had been conceived at the winter solstice and was born paulo ante solis 

exortum ('a little before dawn', Suet.Aug.5) at the autumn equinox (23 Sept.): from dawn to 

dusk on that day the tip of the shadow cast by the gnomon ran the length of the equinoctial 

line which stretched from west to east across the horologium and intersected precisely 

another famous Augustan monument, the Ara Pacis, of course in its original position close 

to and parallel with the modern Via del Corso, and 87 metres from the gnomon's base (see 

diagram). 

 

It will then hardly have been coincidental that the project of the Ara and horologium was 

initiated when Augustus celebrated reaching the age of 50 (13 BC) or that the Ara was 

dedicated on Livia's birthday (30th. Jan.)! And it was early noticed that the gnomon was not 

oriented on a precise N.-S. axis, but rather inclined 18°37' to the west: that orientation 

intersected precisely Augustus' mausoleum, erected (long in advance of his death) in 28BC. 

It is not clear just how much of this eerie blend of timekeeping, town planning and 

propaganda the Roman public comprehended as they strolled about the paving of the 

horologium or the parks and walks (Suet.Aug.100) a little further afield, not least since the 

surviving inscriptions from the horologium – all from its western half – are in Greek. But 

Professor Buchner has certainly shown that the development of the Augustan Campus 

Martius was conceived as a whole, with horologium and Ara Pacis as paired sequels to the 

Mausoleum. Sadly, as Pliny noted, whether because of earth-tremors or the flooding of the 

nearby (and unembanked) Tiber, the gnomon rapidly departed from its correct position and 

was already giving incorrect readings 30 years before he wrote (i.e. ca. 49 AD). 

 

Excavation: the spade 

 

It remained to see whether the spade would vindicate the computer. On 9 July 1979 a 

campaign of excavations and trial bores began, under exceptionally difficult circumstances 



in what has long been a completely built-over area. The most spectacular was that 

undertaken from the cellars of 48 Via di Campo Marzio, which revealed eventually the area 

of pavement shown in the photograph. 

 

The central line is that of the meridian (compare French midi), along which the obelisk's 

shadow lay at noon each day. The repeated short lines at right angles to the meridian 

indicate the days, and the intervals between these lines increase regularly from 26 to 29 

cms., 'to measure' writes Pliny 'the shadow day by day as it became shorter and then 

lengthened again'. One could tell the date therefore by noting how far up the meridian the 

shadow reached. Signs of the Zodiac were also included. On the left from the top in the 

photograph we read (the letters run parallel to the meridian) ΛΕΩΝ (Leo), followed by 

ΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ (Virgo), on the right from the bottom ΚΡΙΟΣ (Aries), followed by ΤΑΥΡΟΣ 

(Taurus). The unexpected calendar note in Greek (possibly the text was in Latin over to the 

east of the meridian) reads ΕΤΗΣΙΑΙ ΠΑΥΟΝΤΑΙ, the Etesian winds cease (23 Aug.); these 

winds (modern Meltemi) were specially notorious in the Aegean. Not visible here a further 

inscription was found under Taurus, ΘΕΡΟΥΣ ΑΡΧΗ, the beginning of summer. 

 

But, mysteriously, the inscription, in bronze letters of superb quality set in blocks of 

travertine, which I have seen glittering under a shallow covering of water, lies 1 m. 60 cm. 

higher than the Augustan level of the Campus Martius. This is presumably on account of a 

later re-building, which used the Augustan materials, to counteract the effects of tremors or 

flooding. It seems likely that the work was undertaken in Domitian's reign; he built 

extensively in the Campus Martius (notably the Naumachia, i.e. basin for naval battles, now 

the Piazza Navona) and was interested in things Egyptian, such as obelisks. The whole huge 

Augustan pavement was apparently not preserved and future excavations may explain just 

how much of the Augustan materials was re-used in the later rebuilding. In the 1981 season 

it became clear that under the Severan emperors (2nd-3rd centuries AD) the meridian was 

enclosed by a balustrade as part of a long narrow water basin. It is very much to be hoped 

that further bores and excavations (such as those under the church of S. Lorenzo in Lucina 

and the neighbouring police-station) will help resolve some of the many mysteries which the 

horologium of Augustus still presents. 
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